For more detailed bio-bibliographical information (in Russian) consult the poet's memorial site (http://gendelev.org). Its contents, compiled by the author of this study, include a comprehensive corpus of articles and book reviews as well as wide-ranging accompanying material devoted to M. Gendelev.
See 1990s-2000s) and on what M. Weisskopf appropriately describes as the "theology of Mikhail Gendelev". Indeed, Gendelev's mature texts abound in striking examples of that 'theology' , a post-Holocaust construct, built upon memory of the Shoah: he is haunted by visions of future Holocaust threatening the Jewish state. In Gendelev, the Jewish people's ruin is equal to a downfall of God. The poet indulges in heated arguments with and accusations against the Almighty whom he blames of abandoning His people and thus de-facto committing suicide. These instances fall within a well-developed Jewish tradition of 'arguing with God' . Gendelev's recurrent motive of God's self-contraction and disappearance from universe bears outward semblance to the concept of tsimtsum in Lurianic Kabbalistic systems. The divine vanishing process, however, acquires a Gnostic turn with Godhead emanating an 'anti-God' or being substituted for by an antagonist here personi ed by Allah. The narrator-poet is the last survivor to bear witness to the Jewish people's doom: ultimately he accepts features of God himself. So, Gendelev's later 'theology' may be, perhaps without the poet's conscious knowledge, a Jewish derivation of the so-called "God is Dead" theological movement devised by Thomas J.J. Altizer and other thinkers.
The present study attempts to elucidate true foundations of Gendelev's poetry, its visionary basis. It will be done by examining some of his texts, primarily the poem Vavilon [Babylon], exposing the internal structure of his poetical world. It belongs to his 'earlier texts' , composed in the late 1970s and early 1980s, contained in two books, Poslaniia k lemuram [Epistles to the
